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Linking the Library to Academic Integrity

Nain Academic Integrity
“Learners
are signposted to advice on what they should do
Guidelines

to avoid academic misconduct i.e., the supports and services
they can access such as teaching and learning centres,
library services etc.”p.19

“integrated
reflective

abilities
discovery

encompassing
of

information,

the
the

understanding of how information is produced

and valued, and the use of information in
“Compliance with ethical and professional principles,
standards and practices and consistent system of values, that
creating new knowledge and participating
serves as guidance for making decisions and taking actions in
ethically in communities of learning."
education, research and scholarship.” p. 10
“..establish practices which uphold the principles of
academic integrity and thus enable the development of
effective learning and appropriate academic study, writing
and related skills on the part of learners.” p.7

(Framework for Information Literacy for
Higher Education , ACRL, 2014)
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Identifying areas of support
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Incorporating UDL principles into library learning supports

Universal Design for Learning Guidelines
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Universal Design for Learning
“UDL seeks to ensure that the learning and training
environment is inclusive of the greatest diversity of learners
from the get-go.”
(Quirke and McCarthy, 2020)

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a guiding framework for proactively designing flexible
instructional environments and integrating supports that recognise learner variability.
Provides flexibility in the ways information is presented, and in the ways students are engaged
Reduces barriers for all learners, maximising learning opportunities for all, including those with
disabilities, with literacy or numeracy difficulties, and with limited English proficiency. (SOLAS, 2020)
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How can we reach all our learners?
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Each group brings their own strengths & challenges
All of them here to learn
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They are not coming
into college intending to
plagiarise!
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Griffith Library’s UDL Journey
Library and Learning Supports: Collaborations
2019
• Learner supports workshop series.
• NF UDL Badge, now on 2nd year facilitating
2020
FYI – Transitioning into third level lunchtime series
2021
• NF Seminar on Supporting Neurodiverse learners in HE
• Change One Thing – digital repository of resources on designing
teaching materials that are mindful of neurodiverse learners, using
UDL principles
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Applying UDL to Library 2020/21 Projects

Library website

Accessible materials

Repurpose VLE
Update YouTube Channel

Accessible OERs for
supporting tutorials
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Multiple Means of Representation
Present content and information in multiple media and provide
varied support. Use graphics and animations, highlight the critical
features, activate background knowledge and support vocabulary
so that students can acquire the knowledge being taught.
Library Website, Relaunch YouTube Channel, Repurposed VLE
Facilitating discovery of relevant material
Flexible use resources for classroom supports
Multiple formats to support EFL learners, accessibility, offcampus and remote learning (videos, graphic, tutorials,
printable guides)
Updated resources to make accessible and adaptable le
(utilizing accessibility features in word, pp, readable pdf,
captions on videos guides
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Applying UDL to Library 2020/21 Projects

Academic
Integrity section

Accessible
resources,
video, pdfs

Encourages
discoverability
of relevant
resources

Visual cues
to engage
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Learning Support Materials 2020
 Accessible, self-directed
learning resources for flip
classes, labs and workshops
 Institutional repository
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Multiple Means of Engagement

What motivates one student won’t inspire another!
Offer choices to fuel their interests and autonomy
Give students plenty of options for expressing what they
know and provide models, feedback, and supports for their
different levels of proficiency.
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Applying Multiple Means of Engagement in the Library
Informal, issue
desk

Workshops,
promoting
ownership

Moodle
tutorials,
self-directed
learning
Check in
following
classes, labs etc,
opportunity for
feedback

Flip classes

Moodle forums,
foster communities of
learning, feedback

Labs,
encouraging
collaboration
Follow up
materials on
Moodle module
pages,
reinforcement
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Communicating areas of support
Embedding visual links for resources in
emails and forum posts on Moodle
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Multiple Means of Action & Expression

Focus for future supports:
Academic Writing workshops
Collaboration with Supervisors
- Create package of scheduled, bespoke interventions at
opportune times
VLE tutorial
Create an interactive, self-directed course on Moodle,
promoting best practice academic research skills, promoting
the ethical use of resources
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Student Voice

Review services in consultation with students:
UX review of website
Survey experience
Focus groups
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Every learner is unique
“Each student we meet is individual and varied. They come
with their own life experiences, neurology, culture and
background knowledge. They have been impacted by
education in many ways. Some will be driven, engaged,
highly motivated, and primed to learn. Others will be
disengaged, disenfranchised, demotivated and in need of
some additional support along the way. Some like to work
alone; some learn better working with other”(Archer, 2021)
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